Theoretical Aspects of the Cross Effect Enhancement of Nuclear Polarization under Static Dynamic Nuclear Polarization Conditions.
In this study, we perform quantum calculations of the spin dynamics of a small spin system that includes nine coupled electrons and one nucleus placed in an external magnetic field and exposed to microwave irradiation. This is an extension of a previous work in which we have demonstrated on a system of 11 coupled electron spins the dynamics of the electron polarizations composing the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) line during static dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) experiments. There we have shown that the electron polarizations are determined by a spectral diffusion process, induced by the dipolar interaction and cross-relaxation. Additionally, we showed that a distinction had to be made between strong and weak dipolar-coupled systems relative to the inhomogeneity of the EPR line with only the first behaving according to the thermal mixing DNP (with two electron spin temperatures) description. The EPR spectra in the weak and strong dipolar interaction cases show different types of spectral features. In the extended spin system, we again make a distinction between weak and strong electron-electron interactions and show that the DNP spectra for the two cases are different in nature but that the DNP spectra can be derived in all cases from the EPR line shapes using the indirect cross effect.